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Kreuzenstein Castle

Titular Home Kreuzenstein Castle
by Lazarus Union

The owner of Kreuzenstein Castle has received the Chapter of the Knighthood of
Honour and agreed that the castle may be
the “official titular home of the Knighthood
of Honour of the Lazarus Union” with immediate effect. This is a very important milestone in the history of the Lazarus Union and
the Knighthood of Honour, and we owe a
debt of gratitude to the Wilczek family, and
especially to the owner of the castle, Count
Hans-Christian Wilczek. A visit to this wonderful castle is now almost a duty for each
member of the Lazarus Union.

HISTORY OF THE CASTLE

The origins of Kreuzenstein, like most castles inLower Austria, go back to the 11th
Century. Built by the Formbachem family,
it came by marriage into the possession of
the Counts of Wasserburg. Through
Ottokar II of Bohemia, the castle passed
into the possession of the Hapsburgs in
1278.
In July 1527, Baptist preacher Balthasar
Hubmaier was transferred to Kreuzenstein
having been arrested under the pretext of
causing riots in Mikulov (Moravia). He was
interrogated at the castle but refused a
revocation and was sentenced to death. He
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was burned at the stake in Vienna on
March 10th, 1528.

Until the Thirty Years War the castle was
never conquered, but it then fell into the
hands of the Swedish Field Marshal
Lennart Torstensson. When he withdrew
in 1645 he had it blown up in three (some
sources say four) places.

In the 18th Century the ruins of the
castle came into
the possession of
the Counts of
Wilczek, who had
amassed a large
fortune through
the
family
coalmines in Silesia. In 1874 Count
Johann Nepomuk Wilczek, famous for
funding polar exploration, began to gradually re-build Kreuzenstein as a show castle.
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n 1945, during the
fighting between the
Wehrmacht and the
Red Army, some of
the rooms were badly
damaged and many
pieces of the collection stolen. Many of
the manuscripts from
the Wilczek collection are now in the
Austrian
National
Library.

While it by no means replicated the appearance of the former castle (a “Romanesque-Gothic pattern castle”), the remains of the medieval castle (especially
parts of the curtain wall, trunk and parts of
the east tower of the chapel) were incorporated into the design. With a little practice,
the eye can distinguish the medieval building remains from the 19 Century masonry
components. The re-building work began
under the supervision of the architect Carl
Kayser Gangolf. On his death in 1895, supervision passed to Ritter Humbert
Walcher of Molthein and the artist Egon
Rheinberger.
A family vault was built under the chapel
where Count Johann himself has his final
resting place. The entire castle was built
partly from the ruins of the medieval castle
and partly from a variety of original components that Wilczek gathered from all
over Europe. In addition, the castle was
stocked with a large collection of medieval
furnishings. The work lasted 30 years – at
the official re-opening on 6 June 1906 Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany, among others,
was present. In 1915 lightning caused a
fire that burned part of the library wing
and archives.
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Today the castle is a
popular destination
from in and around
Vienna as a museum.
At the end of June
each year a classical music Serenade was
held in the castle courtyard. However, at
the request of the Lord of the Castle, these
will no longer be held here. On a nearby
hillside is the Kreuzenstein Eagle Sanctuary where public birds-of-prey shows are
held. It overlooks the Castle Inn, which has
been re-designed to represent a medieval
tavern.

And now, from June 2013, Burg
Kreuzenstein is also the titular home of the
Knighthood of Honour of the Lazarus Union.

www.kreuzenstein.com
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1.Investiture Vienna 2013
by Erich Kadlec

The ceremonial investiture of the Knighthood of Honour took place on April 27th,
2013 in the Austrian Military History Museum-Hall of Fame.
As a prelude the Lazarus Union Music Corps
gave an open air concert with a performance
of Austrian Traditional Marches, directed by
musical director Fritz Lentner. The guests
were thus put into the right mood for the
upcoming celebration which was also framed
by our Music
Corps in an
excellent fashion.
The ceremony
itself
was
commenced by
a formal marching in into the
hall of fame of
the
museum,
accompanied
by the sounds
of the CSLI fanfare and march. The Colours detachment was
commanded by CSLI Cpt. Gregor Holubek.

When all participants had taken their seats,
the protocol officer LtCol. Rudolf Murth took
over to guide the audience through the various steps of the celebration and provide
some additional information. It was a joy to
listen to his most professional commentaries.

A video documenting the 6th CSLI Air Day
gave some insight into the work of the Lazarus Union. Then the Grand Master of the
Knighthood of Honour President Senator h.c.
Wolfgang Steinhardt welcomed the guests
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and

gave some explanations regarding the initiation ceremony.

Many guests participated, of course a lot of
Knights of Honour and CSLI comrades –
among them several guests from Germany,
not shunning the long journey.

Also members and high ranking officers of
the Austrian Army participated, as well as
detachments from friendly organisations like
the Radetzky Order, the Order of St. Michael,
the Austria Humanitas Corps, and the Naval
Comradeship
Archduke Ferdinand
Max.
Also representatives of the
diplomatic
corps and the
Austrian Comradeship Union
were present.
Our
special
thanks go to the
“knights“ from
Prima
Nocte
and Milites Sancti Imperii. They carried our
banners and flags and provided with their
historic clothes a link to the beginning of the
former Order of St.Lazarus which recruited
its members among the lepers in Outremer,
forming the “army of the living dead.“
Our Grand Maser as well as most participants was most impressed by the atmosphere of the Imperial War Museum. A background where the “knightly spirit“ definitely
could be felt.
Grand Master Steinhardt pointed out that the
Lazarus Union is a world-wide accredited
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charitable organisation with lots
of activities on charity, humane,
and peace-keeping fields, listed as
NGO with the United Nations,
having more than 15.000 members in 62 countries worldwide
on all continents.

He further pointed out that the
Lazarus Union is neither a secular nor a religious knight‘s
order, adhering to no specific
religious group and having no
obligations toward some. The
Lazarus Union never claimed
clerical recognition in any form
so nor will it do so in the future.
The Lazarus Union wants to cooperate respectfully in peace with
all religions, groups, and persons,
segregating nobody. We have
anchored tolerance, humbleness,
charity, and mercy in our mission
statement.

The crusader‘s fanfare led over to the
presentation of the banners. Every Knight of
Honour is entitled to his own coat of arms
and also to present this coat of arms on a
banner at official events. At the command:
“Banner bearers – step forward!“ the des-
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ignated banner bearers step forward and
assume the assigned positions. The Grand
Master after calling the name hands the banner over to the knight being honoured with
the banner. The knight turns towards the
audience and greets by lowering the banner.
Then the knight returns the banner to the
banner bearer.
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Friendship banners to selected
friendly organisations present are
handed over by the Grand Marshal.
It is tradition in the course of a
great investiture that the Lazarus
Union officer‘s promise is renewed by all officers present.
After the trumpet signal: “Attention“ designated officers step
forward and put their left hand
on the flagpole of the Union flag.
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The Deputy Federal Commander Wolfgang
Leithner states the formal promise and all
the Officers present reply. “I promise on my
honour …“ Personal honour is the most precious thing a Lazarus Union offer possesses.
If he breaks this promise he puts disgrace
upon himself.

After a speech by the Grand Master the actual initiation ceremony takes place. It is a continuation of the old tradition of the accolade.
The intention accompanying the ceremony is
more important to us than the actual ceremony itself. It claims no authenticity and
shall not be compared to other initiation
ceremonies.

The postulants also do not bend their knee
before the Grand Master. In our opinion one
bends the knee only in front of God, and never in front of a human being like you or me.
The Grand Master opens the investiture ceremony. The candidates are called by the
Grand Marshal and step forward as soon as
called. Initiated into the Knighthood of Honour were: Hannes Hochmuth, Dipl.Ing. Herbert Paulis, Dr. Oswin Hochstöger and Sergeant Major Werner Winkelhofer. Four more
Knights of Honour were initiated by calling
their name, their initiation will be made public in the course of the next investiture.
The Grand Marshal annouces: “Dear … ….

(the candidate’s first name is used!) You
have come before the Chapter of the CSLI
Knighthood of Honour and by SECRET ballot you were UNANIMOUSLY deemed worthy to belong to our community as a … … ….
(here the rank and position to which the
candidate is to be commissioned is used).
Come before us!”
The Grand Master asks the candidate whether he wants to belong to the community of
The CSLI Knighthood of Honour with the
following words:
“I ask you therefore, before the assembled
congregation: Do you of your own free will
as … … .. (here the rank and position to
which the candidate is to be commissioned is
used) want to belong to our community
and accept our mission?
The candidate answers:

“I want it with all my heart!”
The Grand Master asks the candidate:

“Are you aware what it means to be a
member of this community?”
The candidate answers:
“Yes, I am!”

The Grand Master then says:

“Into our Knighthood of Honour we wholeheartedly welcome you. Receive the insigpage | 6
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nia of your new dignity: the sword, mantle,
and the insignia of the LAZARUS UNION
Knighthood of Honour.”
After the symbolic accolade the new Knight
of Honour is welcomed into the society with
the triple kiss of brotherhood. After this the
new Knight faces the audience while the
Grand Master presents the new knight with
the words:
“Dear attendees, friends, comrades: here is
our new Knight of Honour, we applaud
him.”
After the applause the CSLI Fanfare and the
Colours honour
the new knight.

that we connect, where there is strife,
that we tell the truth, where there is misconception,
that we bring faith, where doubts are expressed,
that we awaken hope, where despair torments,
that we kindle a light, where there is darkness,
that we bring joy, where there is sadness.
Lord, seek to
make it:

After some music
various
promotions and
honours
are
awarded.

not that we are
understood,
but that we
understand;

Knights
of
Honour
Dipl.Kfm. Harry
Tomek
and
Josef-Maria
Gebel are promoted
to
Knight
Commander
of
Honour.

not that we are
loved, but that
we love.
is in giving, receiving.

Awards are presented to merited comrades,
friends, and members of friendly organisations.

Once all investitures and promotions are
finished, the Grand Master speaks the following prayer:
Lord, make us an instrument of your peace,

that we practice love, where there is hatred,
that we forgive, where there is injury,
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not that we are
comforted, but
that we comfort;

Because there

Anyone who forgets himself, finds himself;
Anyone who forgives is forgiven;
And who dies, awakens to eternal life!
Amen!
This ends the investiture ceremony.

An important part of the celebration is the
remembrance for dead comrades. The Federal Commander takes the Corps Banner
which is presented to him and when the music begins, he lowers the flag.
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way in the future.

The Marshal directs the participants for the leaving procession. They take their places and prepare to leave the
hall of fame to the sounds of
Beethoven‘s Symphony No. 9,
Fourth Movement (“Ode to
Joy“).
Of course posing for a group
photograph was obligatory.
Music: The Good Comrade

Flags are all lowered, the audience is standing.
This is followed by one minute of silence. All
take their place.
Command: “Flags and banners – up!“

This provides a worthy conclusion of the
celebrations which were a premiere as they
were for the first time being held without
any clerical services. This is in line with our
statutes as it underlines our ecumenical position and no religious group will be preferred
any more. Members of the
Lazarus Union belong to
almost all religions of the
world.
As a self-confident international organisation the
Lazarus Union has no
needs to court any religion‘s favours. Representatives of any religious organisation will always be
welcomed as guests of
honour. The Lazarus Union
is open to all religions of
the world with respect and
dignity, with no exception,
and we will continue this
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men.

In this place we want also to
express our thanks to the
photographers and camera

A small cocktail reception allowed for some
small talk and chats with old friends and
comrades.

The reactions to the celebration were positive from all sides. Our thanks to all those
who helped in various ways to make this a
success. The main work was (as always) on
our Grand Master.
An impressive day ended with great dignity.
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Desaster Relief 2013
by Klaus Weber

My valued Lazarus Union comrades!

And I mean ALL, without regard to rank,
because we are all one unit (not only) in
times of such a disaster!

During flight missions yesterday and today
(04.06.2013 & 05.06.2013) I recorded these shocking images of the disaster on the
floodplain of the Danube around Tulln! My
route was from
Stockerau to the
power
plant
at
Theis. All the houses
in the settlement
have been evacuated, and stand with
water up to their
roofs.
These devastating
pictures remind me,
alas, of my relief
operation of 2010 in
Islamabad / Pakistan.
Time
and
again, it’s an indescribable and unimaginable horror for
people who have
lost all their belongings.

These images certainly also saddened me
as an outdoor enthusiast and hunter! Seeing wild animals struggling for survival
and searching for safety on floating islands
was a sight that was very difficult to bear!

The roads are not passable because of the
water, which is sometimes 2m deep. Only
the boards of the traffic signs protrude
(there’s no trace of the bars). From a helicopter perspective this might look harmless. On the ground it certainly is not!
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The District Jägermeister DI Alfred
Schwanzer and Paul G. Schaufler, who contributed out of their own pockets, initiated
yesterday’s flights over Tulln.

Today (05.06.2013) Ing. Andreas Völkl of
the Neuhof-Schmida Forest Administration
and Ing. Roland Jaggler of the Northeast
District Forest Inspectorate attended for
the Northeast State Government! They are
associated with the Northeast Region Disaster Registry where the Lazarus Union is
also registered as a
disaster relief organization!
In the afternoon I
made another flight
in the municipality
of
Kritzendorf,
where the situation
has now also become very precarious! Also for tomorrow and Friday
some
additional
flights are sheduled.

I wish you all a safe
outcome from this
difficult
situation
and will continue
making the helicopter of the Lazarus Union
Air Wing available for missions!

Finally, I salute all the support staff who
have persevered through relentless operations, despite exhaustion, and worked so
courageously to stand by our people in
these very hard times.
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Organ of the Nations
by Erich Kadlec

Under this title a remarkable organ
concert to mark the 58th Anniversary of
the signing of the Austrian State Treaty
took place on 15 May 2013 in the
Rudolfsheim parish church. The concert
was held under the patronage of the
Lazarus Union Knighthood of Honour.
On the Church’s great organ Mrs Lusine
Poppel played national anthems of the
world from a score specially edited for the
organ.
The concert was a landmark in the history
of concert performances of the Austrian
National Anthem.

As mentioned above, the occasion was the
commemoration of the signing of the State
Treaty in 1955. Another motive was to
provide an event that accorded all the nations of the world the same respect. So the
concert aimed to make a small contribution to international understanding.
On the night, the great church at Kardinal
Rauscher Platz resounded to the anthems
of the signatory States of the Treaty and 12
national anthems from around the world.
The national anthems were selected according to artistic merit, not political crite-
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ria.

The selection was also, to some extent,
subjective: the anthems either having a
direct connection to the CSLI, or an indirect connection through individual members of the Lazarus Union.
The CSLI was especially delighted that so
many guests were able to accept the invitation – there being three simultaneous Vienna District Festival 2013 events that
evening.

The Grand Master of the CSLI Knighthood
of Honour, Senator hc Wolfgang Steinhardt, acted as presenter for the concert.
Representatives of our allied organizations
attended: The Radetzky Order, The Order
of St. Michael and the Austria Humanitas
Corps.

We said welcome also to representatives
from the diplomatic corps. Especially the
Military Attaché of the Federal Republic of
Germany, LtCol Joachim Timmel and his
wife and our Knight of Honour, Chancellor
Anton Marku from the Repbulic of Kosovo
as well.
After the entry of the Banners, the CSLI
Fanfare and our march (the Pappenheimer
Marsch) were played. The guests waited
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The USA, The Dominican Republic and Austria were heard.
We are delighted to have Mrs
Lusine Poppel as Music Officer
in our ranks and look forward
to more successful concerts.

Afterwards, a small reception
in the parish hall offered an
opportunity for an exchange of
views.

with some curiosity for the main program.
How would The Marseillaise sound on the
organ? The national anthem ofArmenia,
played as a prelude, made an impressive
introduction to The Marseillaise with
trumpets and the powerful anthem of
theRussian Federation.

All guests seemed visibly impressed to
hear the well-known national anthems
played on a church instrument.
After the Austrian National Anthem, the
singing of the song “I Had a Comrade” was
accompanied by the lowering of Banners in
salute. A minute’s silence was held to remember all who lost their lives in
war.

The traditional Viennese coffee house, Café Weingartner,
provided rolls for the reception. They reflected the theme
of the event, with their ingredients drawn
from the national dishes of the 12 nations
whose anthems we had heard. Wine was
kindly provided by The Association of
Friends of Rudolfsheimer Church.
Truly, music knows no boundaries and we
hope our concert was a small contribution
to international understanding. Reactions
were positive in all cases. We thank you for
coming and look forward to the next concert.

Although the concert lasted less
than an hour, we shouldn’t forget
that the organist had invested several days in preparation for this
unique project.

Every single anthem was rewritten
from its orchestral score into a version playable on the organ. Thus the
National Anthems of Armenia,
France, Germany, Albania, Britain,
Russia, South Africa, Brazil, Japan,
Edition 01/2013
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Concert „Viennesse Ballroom Stories“
by Lazarus Union

A delegation of the Lazarus Union visited
the festival concert given in the course of
the 34. Austrian Brass Music Festival. The
Viennese Brass Orchestra played waltz
and polka melodies in the arcade court of
Vienna‘s town hall to the motto “Viennese
ballroom stories.“

For the first time three musicians participated from the Lazarus Union Music Corps,
which is an official member of the Viennese
Brass Music Association since May 15th,
2013.

The concert was opened with Karl Rosner‘s
“Viennese Opera Ball Fanfare.“ Directed by
bandmaster Herbert Klinger the orchestra
consisting of various musicians from the
association played a colourful variety of
tunes, among others also from Strauß and
Ziehrer. Besides our three musicians there
were musicians from the Academic Brass
Philharmonic Orchestra Vienna, the k.u.k.
Viennese Regiment Band IR 4, the Vienna
Police Music Corps and others. Our sutlers in
their white gala dresses were responsible for
guest assistance on request of the officials

from Vienna‘s cultural town department.

Also some rarely performed compositions
like the „Stefanie-Gavotte“ by Alphons
Czibulka were played in front of an enthusiastic audience. Some tunes were accompanied by dancing performances presented by
the waltz formation of the dancing school
Ellmayer.
The evening was moderated by Dr. Friedrich
Anzenberger, member of the board and scientific director of the documentation centre
of the Austria Brass Music Association and
general secretary of the International Society
for Research and Support of Brass Music.

After several bonus tunes
strongly demanded by the
audience the concert was
closed – in the tradition of
the New Year‘s Concert –
with the Radetzky March.
On leaving the town hall all
ladies were presented a
rose as a ladies‘ gift.
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Investiture Brazil 2013
by Wolfgang Steinhardt

At the invitation of the Grand Prior of
the Brazilian Grand Priory of the United
Grand Priories of the Hospitaller Order
of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem, Dr.Oswin
Hochstöger (Vice President of Corps
Saint Lazarus Austria-CSLA) and I attended an investiture ceremony in Rio
de Janeiro. Our host, GenLt CSLI Roberto
Ortiz, is the CSLI Commander for Latin
America and Brazil as well as Grand
Prefect
of
the Lazarus
Union
Knighthood
of Honour in
Brazil.
The flight on
28.2.2013,
fromVienna
via Amsterdam to Rio de
Janeiro, took
about
16
hours so we
were
fairly
tired on our arrival at Rio but waiting for
us at the airport was Capt CSLI Marcos
Antonio Penna, ready to guide us to our
hotel.

The hotel was in the “Leblon” district, a
very safe and pleasant area. From the hotel
room we had a direct view of the Corcovado Christ statue and the hotel also featured
a large swimming pool on the roof.

For the next day, discussions and preparatory meetings had been planned with Roberto Ortiz. Procedings concluded with
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‚snacks’ of ten different, deliciously prepared, beef products. Costing very little for
as much as we could eat, these were greatly enjoyed.

Later we also enjoyed seeing Rio de Janeiro’s large and wonderful Botanical Garden.

The Investiture itself lasted over two
hours, not only because the founding of
the new future “Agnus Dei” and the establishment of the Grand Priory of Brazil
meant
the officials
had to be
sworn
in,
but also because many
recordings
and awards
were
also
made. I myself had the
great honour to act as
Head of the
Investiture,
representing the Grand Chancellor of
the the Hospitaller Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem, Dr. Max J. Ellul from
Malta.
The closing gala luncheon following the
Investiture echoed to the friendly sound of
many comradely discussions.

The following days were filled with sightseeing and further talks about the work of
the CSLI in Brazil and Latin America, as
well as other future plans. The CSLI in Brazil, currently with almost 1,000 members
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The culmination was
the visit to the summit
of the world famous
“Sugar Loaf” mountain,
for me the ultimate experience. From here
helicopters start their
unforgettable sightseeing flights, and you get
the best views of the
amazing landscape in
which Rio de Janeiro is
set.

(including the “Patrulha Aeria Civil – PAC”
organization, a group member of the Lazarus Union), is one of the largest national
organizations of the Lazarus Union and a
major Prefecture of the Lazarus Union
Knights of Honour. Latin Americais the
continent with probably the most members and friends of the Lazarus Union.

Walking on the famous
Copacabana and Leblon
beaches and seeing the
inland lagoon brought our wonderful stay
inRio de Janeiroto an end. After eight days
of new and beautiful experiences and making many new friends, on 8.3.2013 Oswin
and I, after a flight of 17 hours, landed safely back in Vienna.

We visited, among others, the National
Theatre,
the
famous
“Sambadrome”, the modern
145-meter-high
modern
Cathedral of Rio de Janeiro
with a capacity of 20,000
people and, of course, the
Corcovado and the blessing
– the huge statue of Christ
at the summit.
We also drove throughRio’s
“favelas”, or slums, but getting out of the car wasn’t
recommended.
Viewing
from a distance was safer.
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Investiture Malta 2013
by Hans-Rudolph Gries

Organised and managed by President
and CSLI Unions commander Senator h.c.
Wolfgang Steinhardt this wonderful trip
and ceremony took place.

Also part of the group were: Josef Maria
Gebel, Col.retd. Reinhard Wassertheuer
with his wife Theresia, Johann
Hochmuth, Peter Jung, Dr. Oswin
Hochstoger with his wife Bettina, and
Captain (naval) retd. Hans-Rudolf Gries
with his wife
Monika.

After a short
and comfortable flight we
landed in Valletta-Malta.
The
prearranged
transportation
was already
waiting and
safely got us to the Hotel Topaz in St.
Paul‘s Bay. After a short refreshing we
visited the Archbishop‘s cathedral in
Mdina, a highlight.
Before we had a stop in Mostar at the
cathedral with its dome made from
stones, third-largest in the world. In WW
II a wonder took place here when a bomb
dropped from an enemy aircraft penetrated the dome and landed among almost 5000 praying worshippers but did
not explode. The bomb as well as the
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hole it made can both be seen today in
the church‘s registry.

After a stroll through the old town,
watching a move about the history of
Mdina and Malta we got rather hungry
and found a nice restaurant. With new
strength we continued to Valetta and
finally back to the hotel.
Day 2

Josef Maria was late again so I without
further ado I
renamed him
to JM but
mother
Theresia and
assistant
Monika took
him
under
their
wings
and so that
was
taken
care of. Trip
with the ferry
to Gozo.
The first place of interest was the newest
church on Gozo, devoted to John the Baptist, with its start of construction in 1951
and final completion only in 1972, huge
just like a cathedral! From the tower terrace of the church we could enjoi the
wunderful few over the island of Gozo.

On we went. In Il-Qawra, a small inland
lake, we rented a nutshell they called a
boat and passed a small cave which after
some 500m led into the ocean where we
could see additional caves and grottos.
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ceremony. There was international participation from America, Germany, Scotland, England, South Africa, Belgium,
Hungary, Montenegro, Ukraine, and Austria. (hopefully I did not forget anyone).

Troubled sea did not amuse everyone but
the many sights made up for a lot.

We continued by cab to Marsalforn, a
small idyllic fishing village at the northeast coast of Gozo into Neptune‘s Restaurant where a wonderful fish barbecue
was served, with all the extras. After we
were filled up the next points of interest
in Rabat (Victoria), the capital of Gozo,
were tackled.
The fortress and the old town brought a
medieval crusader‘s flair. A lot of shopping was done on the market. Tired but
satisfied we made our way back to our
hotel.
Day 3

At 9 o‘clock already a bus was waiting to
bring us to Valetta for the investiture
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Our detachment dressed in white gala
uniforms and full ornate was good for
many an admiring look, especially Peter
with his red sash reminded me of Emperor Franz Josef of the AustroHungarian Empire. The other members
of the Hospitaller Order of Saint Lazarus
of Jerusalem and those of the CSLI delegations from other countries gave us a
warm welcome, as if we would be old

friends.

The investiture in the venerable Dominican Church in Valetta was a wonderful
ceremony with a Holy Mass and the following investiture where Josef Maria
Gebel as Chancellor and representative of
the Grand Priory of Austria was appointed as a Commander did not take all too
long. For me the ceremony finished
somewhat abruptly and without a common march-out.
A gala dinner in the Westin Dragonara
Hotel, some speeches and a lottery completed the programme. Back to the hotel
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in St. Paul we had the afternoon for ourselves and I used the time to examine the
small town. A nice beach promenade, lots
of souvenir shops, nice restaurants, and
the smell of the sea, what more can one
want? Back to the hotel we had dinner,
actually I was already full but could not
resist the sweets. Some others had two
servings of pasta, no comment …
Day 4

A cab drove us to Valletta harbour where
we had the great harbour tour and
thanks to Wolfgang‘s negotiation skills
we had the boat just for our group (it was
a larger vessel in old Maltese ways) and

so were able to see all the attractions of
the impressive Valetta harbour. The
small and large yachts were quite impressive but thinking about their fuel
bills left me completely free of envy.
In the open sea there was a great surprise. Monika received her decree as a
CSLI member and “Commander of the
CSLI Navy Corps“ by the president and
Union commander. I also receive my
membership decree and a nomination as
“Captain CSLI Navy Corps.“ What a surprise! Fortunately Monika (my wife) did
not get an Admiral‘s rank as this would
have led to some problems at home.
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Then we go to Marsaxlokk where they
have market day. Lots of clothing market
stands make the ladies‘ eyes shining
bright but fortunately they revert to
some moderate shopping only.

Next to the clothes they had fresh fish,
something one has to come up with. In
the restaurant which was recommended
to us we had some Prosecco to have a
toast on our new decrees but that was it
all. After some two hours of waiting and
several reminders there was nether food
nor an excuse by the patron.

Fortunately the drinks were paid already
so bilking was out of question.
Hungry and somewhat “fed up“ we left
the place when the patron all of a sudden
did not want to let us go away, calling for
the police and making a lot of fuss. The
restaurant “Gente di Mare“ in Marsaxlokk
should definitely be avoided as well as its
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patron, Mr. Darren Gegabrielle. Finally
we managed to leave the inhospitable
place.

Because of this we unfortunately missed
a 5D movie on Malta and its history. So
we only had a walk through Valletta left
when we finally found a shop with ties
which seemed to be out of stock in Malta (in contrast to previous years). Now
the gents had a chance to turn the tables
on the ladies and do some shopping. Our
bus was there on time to finally bring us
back to our hotel.

The joint dinner was spent with lots of

talks on the experiences before everybody left tiredly for their room.
Day 5

experience, my personal impression respectively resumé: all of Malta is a live
museum, most interesting. A short trip
yes, a holiday rather no. We can not give
any report on the night life as we always
came back completely tired, other people
need at least one week for this program,
good food, some Maltese wines need to
get used to, good prices. We‘d love to
come back but please no more Toyota
taxi bus. It was a little small for ten people but on the other hand we had to pay
only 40€ per person for all five days.

Once again our thanks to Wolfgang for
his troubles to provide only the best for
his detachment.
Thank you also to the comrades for the
warm welcome.

Wake-up call at 4 o‘clock, in
words four, and departure to the
airport at 5. The hotel management had some pity with us and
provided hot coffee. Little traffic
had us back at the airport quickly
and after check-in there was finally time for a small breakfast. After
an uneventful flight we arrived
back in Vienna later in the morning.
For me and my wife it was a great
page | 18
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St. George’s Day
by Lazarus Union

The traditional St. George’s Mass was
celebrated on 28 April in the Cathedral
of The Theresa Military Academy in
Wiener Neustadt, which is dedicated to
St. George.
A delegation of the Lazarus Union took
part, together with our friends from the
Radetzky Order and the Austria Humanitas
Corps.

The solemn Mass was celebrated by the
Deputy Dean of the Radetzky Order, Military Dean Siegfried Lochner, M.A.
The church was built around the year
1440. In 1479 The Knightly Order of St.
George moved its headquarters to Wiener
Neustadt, after which the church adopted
St. George as its Patron Saint.

The church was completely destroyed by
bombing in March 1945, but reconstruction was completed in 1951. Since 1987 it
has been the seat of the Military Bishop.
The statue of St George on the High Altar is
a Milanese bronzework from the time of
Emperor Frederick III. During the turmoil
of the post-war period, the statue was stolen in 1948 and broken up into 14 parts.
After much
effort, the
pieces were
retrieved
and
the
statue reassembled.
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The great
Holy martyr George
is the Patron Saint

of knights and soldiers and is a source of
help when in distress – for help in abuse
and other severe cases, in spiritual struggles, and in the danger and misery of war.
His symbol is the Cross of St. George (a red
cross on white background). Other Holy
attributes with which the Saint is associated are the dragon, the lance and his
presentation as a knight on horseback.

Historical information about him is uncertain. He was possibly born in the second
half of the 3rd Century inCappadocia. It is
believed that he was a senior officer in the
Roman army.

Many legends have grown up around his
name. The most famous is probably his
role as Dragon Slayer: the legend – there
are many versions – is that he saved a
princess from an evil dragon. The veneration of St. George starts in the 4th Century
in the form of the dragon slayer. In the
12th Century he first appears as the embodiment of of religious valour.

In the sermon, he was presented as a model in the fight for the faith.
The secular part of the feast day ended
with a joint lunch with our comrades and a
friendly exchange of ideas.
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Air Field Festival
by Hannes Hochmuth

On Saturday and Sunday 15th-16th June
2013, the traditional airfield festival
was held at Stockerau Aerodrome.
The LAZARUS UNION had been asked to
provide the medical services for the festival. Comrades University Lecturer Dr. Gabriel Halat MD, Christopher Ptak, Peter
Jung (who had come specially from Germany) and Wolfgang Steinhardt took on

Sightseeing flights could be taken in an
Antonov AN-2, the largest single-engined
biplane in the world and a true legend of
aviation. These great sightseeing flights
over the Danube were at the same time an
interesting journey into flying history.
There were also opportunities to enjoy the
flying club aircraft and much more.

this task.

Fortunately, due to the thoroughly good
organization of the whole event, there was
nothing to do in the specially constructed
medical aid station (except to apply a few
plasters).

The FSV2000 Flying Club is an honorary
member of the LAZARUS UNION and, with
its airfield north of the city of Stockerau,
offers all flight sports fans the opportunity
to learn to fly and practise glider, enginepowered, night vision and instrument flying. There are 15 engine-powered aircraft
and 3 gliders available to club members.
The helicopter flight school LAZARUS AERIAL AIR CORPS – ALAC is also located at
the airport, where it has its headquarters.

Also part of the team were our
friends from the Vienna Disaster Aid
Service (KHDW) who had brought
their support vehicle.

Interesting events included the
model aircraft shows, demonstrations of engine-powered and glider
aerobatics, jet aircraft, helicopters
and model drones. Some young ‘pilots’ also showed their skills on the
model aircraft!
page | 20
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Banner blessing in Rudolfsheim
by Lazarus Union

The Rudolfsheimer Church is well known
to the members of the Lazarus Union and
in the autumn of 2012 an Association, the
“Friends of Rudolfsheimer Church”, was
formed there.
On 21.03.2013 this Association invited the
CSLI Knighthood of Honour to the solemn
dedication of their Banner.

Together with the Altar Boys and two
Chargers, the Knights of Honour accompanied the Banner Party of
the Association into the
church.

Symbolicly, he struck the Banner three times.

The reception was a
festive occasion and
Lent was temporarily
suspended.

To the sound of the
church organ, the procession made its way
from the darkness of the
night into the brightly
lit Church.

The Celebrant of the
Mass (Chaplain Gerhard
Höbert) spoke during
his sermon about the
importance of the Banner as a sign of their
common goal.

The members of the
association spared no
expense or effort in
entertaining
their
guests well.

A cake decorated with
with the arms of the
association was also
served.

Rudolfsheim’s Priest, Msgr. Franz Fischer,
then took the Banner into his care.
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The Chairwoman of the association, Barbara
Kitavujja, presented the Lazarus Union with
a Certificate of Appreciation for participating
in the blessing of their Banner.
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Consecration of Water 2013
by Spectator

The Lazarus Union was very happy to receive an invitation from the Orthodox
Military Chaplaincy of Austria’s Armed
Forces to the Consecration of Water in
Vienna’s Maria Theresa Barracks.
On Wednesday 16 January, the delegation
punctually met under the leadership of the
Union Commander, Senator h.c. Wolfgang
Steinhardt.

He was accompanied by the Adjutant General, Christopher Ptak, the CSLI Ambassador
toLithuania, Algis Klimaitis, and the Commander of the Honour Guard, Colonel-CSLI
Patrick Poppel.
In the presence of several Catholic Military
Chaplains, the water was consecrated by the
Orthodox Military Chaplain, Father Alexander Lapin D.D.
Before the consecration he explained some
of the background to the ceremony and the

various customs of the Orthodox Church.

The ceremony followed the Byzantine Rite,
but was conducted in German. This allowed
all participants to follow the procedings
easily.

Although the consecration was held in the
open air, all those present could smell the
fragrant incense. Only a very few were bothered by the bitter cold.

Because of their great commitment to ecumenical dialogue, it was a great honour for
the representatives of the
Lazarus Union to participate in this ceremony. At
the end, everyone was able
to take a little of the consecrated water home with
them.
The
celebration
also
demonstrated, once again,
the important integrative
values of the Austrian military.
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Floriani Mass Service of the FF Spillern
by Erich Kadlec

At the invitation of the Volunteer Fire
Brigade, Spillern, a delegation of the Lazarus Union attended their St. Florian’s
Day Mass on 5 May 2013. Saint Florian is
the Patron Saint of fire fighters, and “In
God’s honour, our neighbour to defend”
was the slogan of the day.

We met, on time as always, and in good time
for a coffee at the fire station. Then we
marched together to the church, a modern
building from
the 1960s and a
church
to
which I will
certainly come
again.
The Mass was
celebrated by
Rev. KR Msgr.
Francis
Forsthuber, in a
dignified style
that suited the
church. In his
sermon he gave thanks for the firemen’s vital
service to the community and asked for the
blessing of St. Florian. He also talked about
dealing with the problems that can arise in
any organization.

After Holy Mass our President, Senator hc
Wolfgang Steinhardt, spoke to present the
Lazarus Union after which he took the opportunity to honour some of the Spillern fire
fighters.
Awards were: the CSLI Mission Cross in
Bronze to BI Karl Konrad, OFM Markus Lenz
and Josef Steiner FM, and in Gold to EOBI
Edition 01/2013

Ferdinand Mayer. (Since business prevented
the first three mentioned attending, their
awards were accepted by BR Adolf Huber.)

The Spillern Volunteer Fire Brigade participated in our Disabled Flight Day in 2012.
They provided two fire trucks for tours,
which proved very popular.
We also had the opportunity to visit the fire
museum. EOBI Ferdinand Mayer led us
through the collection. It is an interesting
museum that has been put together with real
dedication.

BR Adolf Huber
took us around
the fire station
and gave us an
overview of the
Brigade. Currently there are
59 active members, 6 youth
volunteers and
a 7-man reserve. In operations
there
were 86 hours of fire-fighting, 320 hours of
technical operations, some false alarms and
2,452 hours of exercises and meetings.
After we had been entered in the guest book,
we were treated to coffee and cake.

Also impressive is the equipment the Brigade
uses with their various vehicles – these include barges and a rescue boat for the water
service. We were also able to visit the command centre, which was manned and ready
for action. Regarding communications, the
Spillern Brigade has long been part of the
digital age. It has been converted in part to
the digital radio system BOS Austria (for
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authorities and organizations with security
tasks). The same applies to the alarm, with
digital pagers purchased here. The fire fighters’ tasks will become increasingly difficult
(with more technical operations) and this
will require better, more diverse, intensive
and prolonged training.
At this get-together we guests were generously given gifts, which we much appreciated, but it also provided us with an opportunity to exchange ideas and to get to know each
other better. What is certain is that the
Spillern Volunteer Fire Brigade will once
again participate in our next Disabled Flight
Day. We look forward to seeing them!
Impressions:
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